


• The most diverse automotive industry  

 in the world.

•  Home to more than 30 car, van, 

 truck, bus and engine manufacturers 

 and a global leader for low carbon 

 technologies.

•  The fourth largest vehicle producer

 in Europe with dedicated vehicle

 design engineering facilities and the

 most productive automotive plant in

 Europe supplying over 100 markets

 worldwide.

•  A direct employer of 160,000, with

 more than 799,000 employed across

 the sector. It has an annual turnover of

 almost £69.5 billion, adding £15.5 

 billion to the UK economy.

• A producer of more than 15 million

 vehicles in the last decade 

 (2005-2014) and a major contributor 

 to UK exports, accounting for more

 than 11.8% of total UK exports.

• An investor of over £2.4 billion each

 year in R&D to keep the UK at the

 forefront of industry developments.

 



WHAT IS SMMT?

The Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT) supports and 
promotes the interests of the UK automotive industry at home and abroad. 
Working closely with member companies, SMMT acts as the voice of the motor 
industry, promoting its position to government, stakeholders and the media.

SMMT has been in existence for more than 100 years 
– stretching back to a time when motoring was very 
different. On 22 July 1902, a group of 32 automotive 
businessmen came together to create SMMT, and today 
it represents over 600 automotive companies, providing 
support to one of the UK’s biggest industries.

One of the largest and most influential trade 
associations operating in the UK, SMMT’s resources, 
reputation and unrivalled automotive data, place 
it at the heart of the UK automotive industry. It 
undertakes a variety of activities to support and 
represent the interests of the industry and has a  
long history of achievement.

Through representation to UK government and the EU, 
national and international events, reliable automotive 
data, technical information and practical advice, 
SMMT plays a central role in the working life of the 
motor industry. It helps its members take advantage 
of funding opportunities, as well as find new business 
opportunities both at home and abroad. Whether you 
are an automotive company or the industry impacts 
on your organisation in any way, SMMT can deliver 
benefits to help your company thrive in today’s 
demanding climate and meet the challenges of  
the future.
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WHAT CAN SMMT DO FOR YOUR BUSINESS?

SMMT is the voice of the motor industry, addressing the major issues that 
impact on the sector and providing support and knowledge to improve and 
promote your business in the UK and international markets. Membership offers 
direct and tangible benefits and provides access to a constantly expanding 
range of knowledge, products and services, contacts and expert advice.

Keeping members abreast of key economic, market 
and business drivers shaping the automotive sector  
in the UK and beyond, SMMT produces regular reports 
on vehicle registrations, production outlook, global 
markets and retail forecasts, each designed to help 
you plan for every eventuality.

Automotive Information Services (AIS) – the Motor 
Vehicle Registration Information System (MVRIS) for 
new registrations and Motorparc for vehicles in use –  
is acknowledged as the most comprehensive, reliable 
and accurate source of data on the UK motor industry.

MVRIS is the official source of new vehicle registration 
statistics in the UK. All cars, light commercial vehicles 
and taxis are recorded in the MVRIS database with 
comprehensive model variant detail, available either 

nationally or by geographic region down to postcode 
sector. The monthly release of data allows market 
trends to be followed reliably and accurately, providing 
a definitive aid to business planning and analysis.

Motorparc provides an annual census of all vehicles 
currently in use in the UK, with comprehensive detail 
on each model variant, nationally or by geographic 
region. Motorparc is an invaluable aid for parts and 
service planning, catalogue development, dealer 
network planning and end-of-life vehicle policy.

Used vehicle transaction data is also available.

SMMT members receive a significant discount on both 
MVRIS and Motorparc information. Contact  
data@smmt.co.uk for more information.

Automotive data and market analysis
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Business planning and development in the UK and abroad

Through seminars and business briefings, events and 
exhibitions, SMMT can help you explore and establish 
new contacts at home and abroad. In the UK, regular 
events are hosted to match UK suppliers with buyers’ 
demand. The ‘Meet the Buyer’ events are organised 
by SMMT using its Automotive Supplier Finder 
(ASF) service, the UK’s largest automotive specific 
directory. The online tool helps suppliers to advertise 
and regularly update their company’s profile and 
business capabilities while buyers can use the tool to 
search for new or alternative suppliers by company 
name or product/service categories.

SMMT also offer a number of products and services
which aim to support business growth, these include:

•    Exhibition opportunities at networking events 
across the UK and abroad including Open Forum, 
International Automotive Summit, Meet the Buyer 
and Automechanika

•    Webinars on current topics of interest
•    Automotive and manufacturing specific European, 

national and regional Funding and Support Guide
•    Business planning and market reports for       

production and registrations (Production Outlook 
suite of reports)

•  Technical and legal advice lines
•  Product recall insurance

A dedicated online resource offers member companies 
access to all of the above and more invaluable market 
intelligence at no extra cost.

The SMMT International Team works with key 
stakeholders and SMMT members to promote the 
UK automotive industry internationally. It helps UK 
companies to develop their business overseas by 
organising UK representation at key automotive trade 
shows and exhibitions around the world. SMMT’s 
long-standing credibility on the world stage ensures 
that members enjoy a raft of benefits, including the 
best show locations and stand space as well as ample 
networking and relationship-building opportunities 
through seminars and evening receptions. They 
also help members access opportunities and 
facilitate industry collaboration through a monthly 
e-newsletter, with details of events and business 
opportunities. SMMT works closely with UK Trade 
and Investment (UKTI) and other government 
agencies that offer a range of funding opportunities 
and support aimed at enhancing UK businesses. 
SMMT is a key delivery partner of UKTI Automotive 
Sector Group, providing contract delivery, project 
management and access to funding for inward and 
outward missions, seminars and trade shows.

SMMT Oversight is the only UK-authorised 
organisation contracted by International Automotive 
Task Force (IATF) to manage certification bodies 
recognised to certify organisations to the automotive 
quality standard, ISO/TS16949 on a global basis. It is 
responsible for the development and qualification of 
third party auditors.
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WHAT CAN SMMT DO FOR YOUR BUSINESS?

SMMT is one of the largest and most influential trade 
bodies in the UK, giving its members a powerful voice 
to government and regulatory authorities and given 
the automotive industry’s scope and scale, puts it at 
the heart of political debate.
 
With an experienced team of economic, environmental, 
legal, political and technical experts, SMMT influences 
debates at a UK, EU and global level, shaping 
forthcoming national and international standards 
and legislation, and reflecting your concerns. 
SMMT experts cover a diverse range of issues from 
business energy costs, sector skills and incentives for 
innovation to vehicle emissions, motoring taxation and 
consumer legislation.
 

Focussed on addressing challenges and delivering 
on shared ambitions for industry, SMMT works in 
partnership with government through the Automotive 
Council, Automotive Investment Organisation (AIO) 
and Advanced Propulsion Centre (APC) and across UK 
government. SMMT also works in close association 
with its European and global sister organisations to 
maximise the reach of UK industry issues and influence.

Members receive regular updates on upcoming 
consultations, technical regulations and the likely 
impact of legislation. Members shape the voice of 
industry by contributing to SMMT policy positions, 
consultation responses and meetings with officials, 
MPs and ministers, giving even the smallest company 
an opportunity to be heard.

Automotive businesses must continuously evolve and 
adapt to remain competitive in a global industry. UK 
suppliers and manufacturing plants must demonstrate 
their world-class capabilities in order to attract 
international investment that will drive the future 
growth of the sector.

SMMT, vehicle manufacturers  and the automotive 
supply chain work closely to support the achievements 
and sustainable competitiveness of the UK-based 
vehicle and components industry. The automotive 
manufacturing community is brought together through

activities  such as SMMT’s Open Forum events and 
online webinars to address the key issues of skills, 
funding and preparing for new technologies that 
manufacturing faces now and in the future.

SMMT and SMMT Industry Forum also provide 
manufacturing companies with expert guidance on the 
management  systems  used for quality  (ISO/TS 16949 
and ISO 9001), environment (ISO 14001) and health 
and safety  (OHSAS 18001) as well as support with 
training, skills best practice and opportunities for UK 
and European government funding.

Policy

Manufacturing competitiveness
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The automotive industry is at the forefront of 
technological change. With the support of SMMT, UK 
companies are investing in the future of the sector, 
positioning the country as a global leader in automotive 
innovation and next generation technology development.

Ensuring the UK maximises the opportunities presented 
by recent and future developments in ultra-low 
emission technology, connected and autonomous 
vehicles, and next generation materials and composites, 
SMMT is investing resource that will give its members 
an early advantage through market and supply 
chain development, coordinated RD&D and funding 
opportunities, innovative practices and processes in 
design and manufacturing, and strong relationships with 
government policy-makers.

SMMT’s Electric Vehicle Group and Fuel Cells Electric 
Vehicles Task Force support members in all aspects
of the emerging market for ultra-low emission vehicles, 
promoting and developing this increasingly important 

growth sector. Our Connected and Autonomous 
Vehicles Forum brings together a uniquely wide-ranging 
constituency of members, key adjacent industries, 
government and academia to work collaboratively 
towards growing this nascent but highly promising 
sector. The Innovation and Engineering Group enables 
members to explore the latest in technological and 
best practices innovation in the design, prototyping, 
manufacturing and testing of vehicles and components.
Both within the environmental agenda and beyond, 
technical challenges continue to grow in complexity, 
creating a constant need to anticipate new legislative 
requirements. SMMT provides members with regular 
technical bulletins and a free technical advice line to 
help keep you one step ahead.

With representation in the UK, EU and UN, SMMT’s 
technical experts can help you understand the specific 
challenges presented by new and proposed legislation 
with the opportunity to join focused working groups to 
feed into SMMT’s lobbying agenda.

Technology and innovation

Responding to the latest EU legislation  on whole 
vehicle type approval, SMMT has developed a 
comprehensive web-based  tool, SENTA, which offers a
step-by-step  guide to ease vehicle manufacturers and

bodybuilders through this complicated whole vehicle 
type approval system.  The SMMT European and 
National  Type Approval (SENTA) guide can be found
on the SMMT website www.smmt.co.uk.

SENTA

The automotive industry is a vital part of the UK 
economy, with more than 799,000 jobs dependent on the 
industry. Government has recognised its value and the 
strategic importance it holds in the future growth of the 
national economy.
 

SMMT works to raise the profile of the UK motor industry, 
championing its position to government and consumers 
through a united voice to media. Regular press releases, 
media briefings and events all provide a welcome 
opportunity to demonstrate the scope and scale of the
sector and garner political and public support.

Raising the profile of the industry
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Members are encouraged to play a key role in the 
affairs of SMMT. Only through a constant  exchange  
of information  can SMMT be truly representative of 
the industry.

Each member company is assigned to at least one 
trade section, providing a forum for debate on specific 
issues affecting your business. Regular meetings 
provide a unique opportunity to promote business 
interests, share problems and seek solutions with
like-minded colleagues.
 

In addition to trade sections, a wide range of 
committees and working groups cover a variety of 
business areas in greater detail. Ranging from specific 
environmental or technical issues, design engineering 
and logistics, customs and tariffs and personal export 
sales to public affairs and legal concerns. Membership 
of these groups offers an opportunity to attend 
meetings, network with other members, receive 
regular information and provide input into the
working life of SMMT.

 

SMMT is first and foremost a membership organisation, helping member 
companies to raise standards and improve profitability and sustainability. 
It provides the principal forum for all members to voice their views on  
issues affecting the sector, helping to guide strategies and build positive  
relationships with government and regulatory authorities.

SMMT STRUCTURE 

SMMT’s trade sections cover:
 • Aftermarket
 • Automotive Components
 • Bus and Coach
 • Car
 • Commercial Vehicles
 • Innovation and Engineering
 • Engines
 • Light Trailer and Trailer Equipment
 • Remanufacturing
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WHO IS SMMT MEMBERSHIP FOR?

Alternatively, companies can become Associates or Affiliates. Associates have access to equivalent 
membership benefits, but are not eligible to sit on SMMT committees.  Affiliate membership is for those 
trade associations or other organisations, engaged or interested in the motor industry, where there is a 
mutual benefit of association between the two parties.

Subscriptions are dependent on company size and the nature of your business. Please refer to the 
enclosed guide to subscriptions to help determine the category of membership and the subscription 
payable or contact membership@smmt.co.uk

Membership of SMMT is by annual subscription. Members are companies 
directly, primarily and continuously engaged in all or any of the activities 
of the concept, design, manufacture, sale, after sale, disposal and 
recycling of motor vehicles, components and accessories in the UK for
at least 12 months prior to the point of application.
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THE SMMT GROUP OF COMPANIES

SMMT Industry Forum

SMMT Industry Forum helps major global 
manufacturers compete by improving manufacturing 
capability and business performance. We deliver the 
experience required for you to manufacture more, 
better, faster with less.

SMMT Industry Forum comprises senior engineers 
and consultants with multi-sector manufacturing 

experience and has an 18-year pedigree of 
improvement competency, insight, process and best 
practice, today the team serves many organisations in 
more than 30 countries.

SMMT members can benefit from a 10% discount on 
standard Industry Forum prices.

SMMT Oversight

SMMT Oversight is one of five organizations contracted 
by the International Automotive Task Force (IATF) 
to manage the 3rd party certification scheme for 
ISO/TS16949 certification on a global basis. SMMT 
Oversight is the only UK-authorised organization 

whose responsibilities include the development and 
ongoing maintenance of the ISO/TS16949 standard, 
management of certification bodies, development and 
qualification of third party certification body auditors.
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Motor Codes Ltd

Motor Codes is the self-regulatory body of the 
automotive sector and is a wholly-owned subsidiary 
of The Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders 
(SMMT). Motor Codes is supported by government, 
consumer organisations and the motor industry in 
raising standards and increasing consumer protection 
for motorists. 

Motor Codes operates an advisory and conciliation 
service and in partnership with the Chartered Trading 
Standards Institute (CTSI) operates under three 
Consumer Codes of Practice:

•   New cars 
The Motor Industry Code of Practice for New Cars 
gives reassurance to motorists when they are 
making what is likely to be one of their biggest 
lifetime purchases. This Code covers warranties, 
availability of replacement parts, advertising and 
complaints handling.

•   Service and repair 
The Motor Industry Code of Practice for Service 
and Repair commits garages to an open, 
transparent and fair method of business, aiming to 
maintain consistently high standards across the 
industry. It’s database of thousands of subscribing 

garages is well used by consumers who are 
looking for a trustworthy UK garage.

•   Vehicle warranty products 
The Motor Industry Code of Practice for Vehicle 
Warranty Products covers pre-sale information, 
cancellation rights and customer service 
standards governing the sale and administration 
of car warranty and insurance backed products.

•   Chartered Trading Standards Institute (CTSI) 
Consumer Codes Approval Scheme 
Each consumer code operated by Motor Codes 
is fully approved under the CTSI CCAS approval 
mechanism. This rigorous approval process is 
sustained through regular performance monitoring 
and auditing of Motor Codes’ against CTSI core 
criteria, commitments made by Motor Codes and 
customer satisfaction.

•   ADR Provider 
Motor Codes was one of the first automotive 
organisations to be appointed as an approved 
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) provider. 
The service supports businesses and consumers 
in arriving at fair outcomes and seeks to maintain 
consumer confidence across the industry. 






